
 

 

 
 
 

2nd Nine Weeks Parent Syllabus - Math Grade 3 
 

Listed below are skills we expect your child to be able to perform and the vocabulary that 
will be used in the classroom, both orally and written. 

 

Unit “I can” Statements Vocabulary 

5 OA.3   I can solve multiplication and division problems including finding                                        
the product, the group size, or the number of groups. 
          I can represent a word problem using a picture. 
          I can represent a word problem using an equation with a symbol  
          for the unknown number. 
          I can solve real-life multiplication and division problems where 
          the product/quotient is greater than 5. 
OA.4  I can choose the operation needed to determine an unknown   
          whole number. 
          I can solve to find the unknown whole number in a multiplication  
         or division equation. 
OA.6  I can find quotients to division problems by using multiplication  
          facts. 
          I can recognize multiplication and division as related operations. 
          I can explain how multiplication and division are related. 
OA.7  I can analyze a multiplication or division problem and decide 
          on a strategy. 
          I can fluently multiply or divide within 100. 
          I can recall from memory all products of two one-digit numbers. 
OA.8  I can solve two-step problems involving addition, subtraction,  
          multiplication, and division. 
          I can solve for an unknown in various positions. 
          I can justify answers using various estimation strategies. 
OA.9  I can identify arithmetic patterns (including patterns in the   
          addition or multiplication tables). 
          I can explain rules for a pattern using properties of operations. 
          I can explain relationships between the numbers in a pattern. 
 
 
 
 

Factor, Product, 
Dividend, Divisor, 
Quotient, 
Fact Family, Even/Odd, 
Inverse, Variable 
 
 
Operation, Multiplication, 
Division 
 
 
Inverse Operation 
 
 
 
Fluently 
 
 
 
Addition, Subtraction 
 
 
 
Pattern,  
Multiplication Table,  
Order of Operation 



 

 

6 MD.5a  I can cover the area of a plane figure with unit squares with no 
            gaps or overlaps.       
            I can determine the area in square units of a rectangle by 
            relating the number (n) of unit squares to the area of a plane 
            figure. 
MD.5b  I can cover a plane figure with square tiles and count to find 
            the area. 
            I can find the area of various plane figures. 
MD.6    I can find the area of a surface by placing tiles on the surface,     
            making sure there are no overlaps organs with the tiles. 
MD.7   I can solve problems by multiplying whole-number side lengths  
           of rectangles. 
           I can use rectangular arrays to represent whole-number  
           products when I multiply. 

Area, Unit square, 
Square unit, 
Estimate, 
Gaps, Overlaps, Figure 
 
 
 
cm, m, in, ft,  
Two-dimensional, Figure, 
Area Measurement 
 
Operation, Whole Number, 
Tiling, Side Lengths 

7 MD.3 I can create and use scaled picture and scaled bar graphs 
         to show data and to answer questions. 
         I can solve 1 and 2 step problems about graphs. 
         I can analyze a scaled graph with a scale greater than one and  
         solve problems. 
NBT.3  I can use strategies to multiply one-digit numbers by a multiple     
            of ten. 
            I can recognize patterns when I multiply with 10. 
            I can use patterns to describe the relationships between 
            quantities. 
OA.8  I can solve 2-step problems with addition, subtraction,    
          multiplication, and division. 
          I can solve for the unknown when it is in various positions. 
          I can justify my answers using estimation strategies. 

Scaled Picture Graph, 
Scaled Bar Graph, 
Data, Analyze, Frequency, 
Survey 
 
Range, Multiples, 
Open Number Line 
 
 
 
Operations,  
Unknown quantity, 
Estimation 

8 OA.8  I can solve 2-step problems involving addition, subtraction, 
          multiplication, and division. 
         I can solve fro the unknown in various positions. 
         I can justify my answers using estimation strategies. 
***OA.8 is continued from Unit 7.*** 

Multiplication, Division, 
Addition, Subtraction, 
Variable, Unknown, 
Estimation 

 
  



 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

2nd Nine Weeks Parent Syllabus - Math Grade 4 
 

Listed below are skills we expect your child to be able to perform and the vocabulary that 
will be used in the classroom, both orally and written. 

 

Unit “I can” Statements Vocabulary 

4 NBT.6 I can decompose numbers to find the quotient of a greater 
          number. 
          I can divide up to 4-digit numbers resulting in whole numbers     
          and remainders. 
          I can model division with concrete strategies. 
          I can write and explain how I find the quotient. 
OA.3  I can identify the differences between add, subtract, multiply,     
          and divide word problems and solve these problems. 
          I can explain how remainders affect the whole number 
          answer in a division problem. 
          I can write equations using variables to represent the unknown  
          in multistep word problems. 
          I can write equations with multiple operations to reflect the  
          situation in a word problem. 
          I can select a word problem that matches a specific equation. 
          I can solve +- word problems with these unknowns: result, 
          total, both addends, change, difference, greater, or lesser. 
          I can solve multiplication and division word problems that 
          include: equal groups, arrays of objects, and comparison.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quotient, Remainder, 
Partial Quotient, 
Dividend, Divisor, 
Calculation, 
Rectangular arrays, 
Area models 
 
Multistep, Estimation, 
Strategy, Variable 



 

 

5 NF.1  I can plot, label, and identify fractions on a number line and a  
         variety of fraction models. 
         I can write 1 and other whole numbers as a fraction. 
         I can create equivalent fractions by partitioning into smaller  
         parts or combining parts into larger parts. 
         I can write to justify why two fractions are/are not equivalent. 
NF.2  I can make comparisons of fractions using a variety of visual  
         models. 
         I can find common denominators to create equivalent fractions  
         and decompose fractions to justify comparisons. 
         I can draw a model to justify my conclusions when comparing  
         two fractions. 
         I can evaluate the reasonableness of a conclusion based on the 
         fractions of 0, 1⁄2, and 1. 
 
 
 

Fraction, 
Equivalent fractions, 
Numerator, Denominator, 
Plot, Label, Partition 
 
 
Benchmark fraction, 
Visual fraction model 

6 NF.3a. I can plot and label a fraction on a number line. 
           I can compose and decompose a fraction into unit fractions. 
           I can convert a mixed number into a fraction.  
           I can decompose a fraction into a sum of a whole number. 
NF.3b  I can decompose a fraction into parts and write an equation that  
           represents those parts. 
           I can determine if the sum of fractions equals a given fraction. 
           I can model with math use a variety of visual fraction models to 
           justify decompositions. 
NF.3c  I can create an equivalent fraction for a mixed number, writing it 
           as an improper fraction. 
           I can represent the sum as a mixed number by joining unit 
           fractions. 
           I can reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
NF.3d  I can solve word problems that include the following situations:  
           result or total unknown, both addends unknown, change 
           or difference unknown, greater or lesser unknown. 
           I can write an equation that represents a word problem and 
           model with mathematics. 
 
 
 

Plot, Unit Fraction, 
Proper, Improper, 
Line Plot, 
Convert, Mixed Number, 
Reason Abstractly, 
Reason Quantitatively, 
Result 



 

 

7 NF.4a. I can use visual fraction models to multiply a fraction by a whole 
           number. 
           I can express a multiple of a/b as a multiple of 1/b. 
           I can join unit fraction to make wholes and join the remaining  
           unit fractions to create a fraction. 
NF.4b. I can use multiplication to write an equation that represents 
           how many groups of a unit fraction it takes to represent a  
           fraction. 
NF.4c  I can write an equation that represents the word problem. 
           I can solve word problems where the product is unknown and 
           situations include a whole number of fractional quantities, not a 
           fraction of a whole-number quantity. 
           I can represent the product as a mixed number by joining  
           number unit fractions to make wholes and create the fraction by    
           joining the left over unit fractions. 
           I can model with math. 
NF.5  I can use models to represent a decimal. 
         I can create an equivalent fraction with 100 as the denominator  
         for a fraction that has a denominator of 10. 
         I can add fractions with like denominators. 
         I can write a fraction with a denominator of 10 or 100 as a 
         decimal. 

Multiple, Unit fraction, 
Mixed number,  
Whole number, 
Tape diagram, 
Number line diagram, 
Area model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Express, Decicmal 

 
  



 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

2nd Nine Weeks Parent Syllabus - Math Grade 5 
 

Listed below are skills we expect your child to be able to perform and the vocabulary that 
will be used in the classroom, both orally and written. 

 

Unit “I can” Statements Vocabulary 

5 NBT.6  I can divide a whole number dividend with up to four digits 
            by a two-digit divisor using any appropriate strategy. 
            I can use multiple strategies for multi-digit division. 
            I can use area models illustrate a connection to multiplication 
            I can use partial quotients to make a connection to place value. 
            I can use concrete models (base- ten blocks) to demonstrate  
            the decomposition needed in the standard algorithm. 
            I can illustrate and explain the solution strategy using 
            equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 
            I can reason with the value of the dividend and the value of the 
            divisor to determine if a quotient is reasonable. 
 

Dividend, Divisor, 
Remainder, Quotient, 
Partial Quotient,  
Area Model, Array 
 

6 NBT.7  I can use visual models to illustrate add, subtract, multiply, 
            divide decimal numbers. 
            I can use reasoning to place the decimal in a sum, difference, 
            product, or quotient. 
            I can explain how the placement of the decimal in an answer is 
            related to the value of the numbers calculated. 
            I can determine which strategy is best for a given problem. 
 

Decimal, Decimal tiles, 
Decimal Operations 



 

 

7 OA.1  I can use parentheses, brackets, or braces to group an     
          expression within a multi-step numerical expression. 
          I can evaluate numerical expressions with parentheses, 
          brackets, or braces. 
          I can represent a calculation expressed verbally with a numerical 
          expression. 
          I can evaluate, create, and write numerical expressions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Numerical Expression, 
Evaluate,  
Order of Operation, 
Braces, Brackets, 
Parentheses, Symbols 



 

 

8 MD.3a, b I can explain the concept of volume. 
               I can describe the difference between square units and cubic  
               units. 
               I can make a connection between exponents and their    
               relationship with square and cubic units. 
               I can explain how a unit cube is used to find the volume of an 
               object. 
               I can use different units(cm, in.) to construct a unit cube. 
               I can select the appropriate unit cube to use to measure the  
               volume of an object. 
               I can explain that unit cubes must be packed without gaps or   
               overlays inside a 3-D shape when finding volume. 
               I can find the total number of unit cubes packed inside a 3-D 
               space. 
               I can determine the total number of unit cubes packed into a  
               3-d figure equals the volume of the figure. 
               I can look at different sized prisms packed with unit cubes,  
               some packed with no gaps or overlays and others       
               packed in an unorganized manner, and explain which   
               accurately represent the volume of a prism. 
MD.4 I can determine the volume of a rectangular prism by counting  
         cubes that may be cubic centimeters, cubic inches, cubic feet or 
         improvised units. 
MD.5 I can pack real-world prisms/cubes with unit cubes such as inch 
         cubes, centimeter cubes, and improvised cubes. 
         I can state the volume of a given prism/cube based on how many 
        unit cubes it holds. 
         I can calculate the volume of real- world rectangular prisms by  
         counting the unit cubes used for the length, width, and height   
         and multiplying them to get the total number of unit cubes in the 
         volume. 
         I can use addition to determine the number of unit cubes or    
         volume in a hree-dimensional shape. 
         I can solve real-world problems using the concepts related to  
         volume. 
         I can discover the formulas for volume (l x w x h and b x h)  
         based on their knowledge of packing unit cubes into three-  
         dimensional figures and counting the cubes. 
         I can explain the different formulas V=l x w x h and V = b x h (l   
         represents length, w represents width, h represents 
         height, and b represents the area of the base). 
        I can find the volume of different rectangular prism/cubes by  
        counting unit cubes and applying the formulas for volume. 

Volume, 
Cube, Unit Cube,  
Cubic Unit, 
Rectangular prism, 
Formula,  
Packing, 
Three-dimensional 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cubic, Improvised 
 
 
Base, Decompose 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



 

 

  



 

 

 


